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Build Your Network

 ► Seamlessly import your contacts by signing in with Google or Outlook. You may 
also upload a CSV file of high-level contacts accumulated from any major CRM, 
email client or professional networking site.

 ► Organize and manage your company connections by harnessing all of the 
powerful relationships in your own network.

Identify Connection Paths 
to Your Top Prospects ► Search through our premier database to find your connection path 

to key prospects and target companies.

 ► Eliminate the hassle of a cold outreach by examining your second- 
and third-degree connections through your network for a possible 
warm introduction.

Connect Intelligently With Your Top Prospects
Equilar clients use ExecAtlas to reach top executives at their prospect companies who hold the ultimate decision 
making power. Save time and increase efficiency so you can focus on the big picture. Growing your business.

In the above scenario, PayPal CEO Daniel Schulman may consider a strategic partnership with Visa. Using ExecAtlas, Schulman 
may identify that his colleague, Kenneth I. Chenault, could provide a warm introduction to Visa CEO Alfred Kelly Jr.
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Helping Our Clients Succeed

“When my sales team was looking at particular companies as new prospects, I immediately thought, ‘I’m going to see who 
we know over there.’ I ran my directors’ connections through ExecAtlas to see if any of them are connected to any of those 

public companies. We could tap those connections. When you’re looking at a brand-new prospect, how do you get over 
that wall and make that connection? If you can make that sales call at the board level, that immediately gets sent up to 

management and you will likely get a call back. The prospect is now in play.”

- Mary Flipse, Chief Legal and Administrative Officer, Tivity Health

Close Business

 ► Access data on board members and executives prior to an important  
meeting for a more targeted and meaningful conversation.

 ► Create a connection-focused prospect list prior to an event in seconds.

 ► Stay in the loop about important transitions on your client and prospect 
companies for future business opportunities before your competitors.

Access Our Premier Database

► Fastest growing and well-funded
       private companies and their investors

► 20 years of public company
       board and executive connections

► 600,000+ profiles

► 167,000+ private and public companies

► C-level executives and board members

► 96+ million connections Secure Data
Encryption
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